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Abstract—Exponential smoothing (ES) is a time series fore-
casting method that presents the forecast based on trend and
seasonality components. In this work, we study the behavior of
two time series that describe the level of the water reservoirs of
the Descoberto and Santa Maria dams. We trained the fifteen
models present in the Pregels taxonomy, the criterion for choosing
the model consists of the model with the lowest Akaike informa-
tion criterion. The results indicate that the exponential smoothing
model with damped additive trend and additive seasonality best
describes both time series.

Index Terms—Exponential smoothing; Forecast model; time
series

I. INTRODUCTION

Exponential smoothing (ES) methods are widely used in
demand forecasting [1], production and inventory in the busi-
ness area [2]–[4], telecommunications data [5] and is also used
in weather forecast [6], [7]. Concerning the study of time
series related to the level of reservoirs, there are some works
related to hydrology using forecasting methods [8]–[11], the
use of imputation models, variable selection models to improve
the forecasting capacity [12], and in more recent works the
use of deep learning [13]. The ES forecasting methods have
been widely used since 1950 because their mathematical
formulation is simple, requires little computational time, and
results with reasonable accuracy. The ES methods have 15
variations, depending on the trend and seasonality used in the
forecast; the best known are simple exponential smoothing
[14], Holt method [15], and Holt-Winters method [16].

This work will use the ES methods to obtain the best
prediction model of the historical series of water levels of
the two main water reservoirs that supply the Federal District
in Brazil. The Descoberto and Santa Maria dams reservoirs
are the oldest water reservoirs in the Federal District. The
historical series of the level of the Descoberto and Santa Maria
reservoirs used in this research starts on April 1987 and ends
on October 2021 [17]; the historical series of the Descoberto
dam has 12307 data, and the Santa Maria dam has 12399 data.

The study aims to obtain the most suitable model for each
reservoir and predict this series’s behavior for the coming years
to encourage public policies for preserving water resources.
We will get the best model based on the lowest value of
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) [18], [19]. In this work,
we will see that for the Descoberto dam and the Santa Maria

dam, the model with the lowest AIC has additive-damped
trends and additive seasonality.

In section 2 of this work, we will describe the exponential
smoothing models and how to calculate the AIC of the models.
Section 3 will present this study’s historical series of reservoir
levels. In section 4, we will calculate and analyze the results of
the AIC and BIC criteria of each ES model; we will obtain the
appropriate model for each of the historical series, the forecast
of these models for the series, and the residual analysis, to
confirm if the chosen model is adequate. Finally, section 5
presents the conclusions and perspectives of this work.

II. EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING

The data for a time series are y1, y2, ..., yT . A simple
method of forecasting this series is to consider the forecast
equal to the last observation:

FT+h = yT . (1)

Moreover, we assume that the most recent value is the most
important, such that FT+h is the prediction of the variable y
for all times above T , with h = 1, 2, 3, .... The average method
assumes that all observations are of equal importance and the
data have equal weights when generating predictions:

FT+h =
1

T

T∑

t=1

yT . (2)

Simple exponential smoothing (SES) is an intermediate
forecasting method where the forecast weights decrease ex-
ponentially and forecasts for h > 1 always have the same
value, that is:

FT+h = FT+1 = αyT + (1−α)yT−1 +α(1−α)2yT−2 + ...,
(3)

α is the smoothing parameter, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and the closer to 1
the parameter α is, the greater the weight of recent observa-
tions. SES has a greater weight for more recent observations
than for past times in time series without trend and seasonality
[20]. Another way to represent the forecast is to define it
through the level lT , such that:

FT+h = FT+1 = lT (4)
lT = αyT + (1− α)lT−1. (5)
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In 1957 Charles Holt proposed a method for forecasting the
time series with the trend. The forecast is through:

FT+h = lT + hbT (6)
lT = αyT + (1− α)(lT−1 + bT−1) (7)
bT = β(lT + bT−1) + (1− β)bT−1, (8)

with lT the level at time T , bT the trend or slope of the series
at time T , α is the level smoothing parameter, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
β is the smoothing parameter for the trend and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1.
The Holt-Winters method (1960) is an extension of the Holt
method for series with seasonality; its forecast is calculated
through lT , bT , of the seasonality at the instant T , sT , and the
smoothing parameters are α, β and γ, so:

FT+h = lT + hbT + sT+h−m(k+1) (9)
lT = α(yT − sT−m) + (1− α)(lT−1 + bT−1) (10)

bT = β(lT − lT−1) + (1− β)bT−1 (11)
sT = γ(FT − lT−1 − bT−1) + (1− γ)sT−m, (12)

where m is the frequency of seasonality, that is, the number
of seasons in the year [21], and k is the integer part of
(h−1)/m. This is the additive seasonality version used when
the seasonality is constant, and there is the multiplicative
seasonality version when the seasonality varies with the level.

In addition to the forecasting methods mentioned above,
there is a taxonomy proposed by Pegels [22] and employed by
Hyndman [23], which identifies and differentiates forecasting
methods according to their trend and seasonality. The Table I
identifies the fifteen forecasting methods tested in this work.

Trend Seasonality
N-none A-additive M-multiplicative

N-none NN NA NM
A-additive AN AA AM

M-multiplicative AM MA MM
AD-additive damped ADN ADA ADM

MD-multiplicative damped MDN MDA MDM
TABLE I

TAXONOMY EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING METHODS

The method we choose to get the best model for prediction
is by calculating Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and
also called the Schwarz criterion:

AIC = T log

(
SSE

T

)
+ 2c, (13)

with T the total number of data used to estimate or train the
model, SSE =

∑T
t=1 e

2
t the sum of squared errors, et =

yt − ŷt, where ŷt are the model predictions and c the total
number of estimated parameters in the model, c = m× ns +
2×nt+2+nd. The variables ns, nt and nd can have values of
0 or 1 depending on whether or not the model has seasonality,
trend and damping, respectively. For instance, the variable ns

is 0 when the model has no seasonality and ns = 1 when the
model has seasonality.

The model chosen will have the smallest AIC since the
smaller the AIC, the less information is lost from the model.
The AIC depends not only on the SSE but also on the total

number of estimated parameters. The choice of AIC instead
of mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) or mean squared
error (MSE) is because these error measures do not consider
the number of parameters predicted by the model—the AIC
penalizes models with many parameters to the detriment of
models with a lower c [21].

III. RESERVOIR WATER LEVEL DATA

The reservoirs of the Descoberto, Santa Maria, and Lake
Paranoá dams are the main ones responsible for supplying the
Federal District. Together, the first two dams provide 83% of
the population [24].

Obtain the data in [17], have the average daily level of the
reservoirs of the Descoberto dam, with 12307 data, of the
Santa Maria dam, with 12399 data, and of the Paranoá lake,
with 1511 data. However, the small amount of data from Lake
Paranoá compared to the other two dams restricts the study to
the Descoberto and Santa Maria dams, with historical series
from April 1987 to October 2021. Therefore, the historical
series of the Descoberto reservoir is shown in Fig. 1, while
the historical series of the Santa Maria reservoir is in Fig. 2; in
addition, in 2017, there was the lowest average level recorded
for the two dams.
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Fig. 1. Historical Series of the Descoberto Dam Reservoir (April, 1987-
October, 2021)

The Descoberto reservoir reached the minimum level of
1021.84 m on November 07, 2017, and the Santa Maria reser-
voir reached the minimum level of 1064.17 m on November
25, 2017. As we can see in the heat map of the two dams Fig.
3 and 4, in 2017, there was a dry period, presenting atypical
behavior throughout the year.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We train the prediction models indicated in Table I for the
datasets of the Descoberto Dam and the Santa Maria Dam;
for both time series, we trained ninety percent of the data,
and ten percent were for testing. The choice of this percentage
is because the series presents this period of extreme drought
between 2016 and 2018, such that in this period, the series
level suffers an abrupt decline, interfering with the test points.
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Fig. 2. Historical Series of the Santa Maria Dam Reservoir (April, 1987-
October, 2021)
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AVERAGE LEVEL HEAT MAP EACH MONTH- DESCOBERTO DAM
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Fig. 3. Average level heat map each month- Descoberto Dam (April, 1987-
October, 2021)

Once the AIC is calculated, for each of the models, we obtain
Table II for the time series of the Descoberto Dam and Table
III for the Santa Maria Dam.

The time series studied in this work show seasonality; for
this reason, we will choose models with seasonality. Therefore,
the lowest AIC in ascending order are ADA, AA, MA, and
NA for the Descoberto Dam. As for the Santa Maria Dam,
the models with the lowest AIC in ascending order are ADA,
AA, NA, and AM. After choosing the four models with the
lowest AIC for each time series, we can see in Figs. 3 and 4
that 2017 was an atypical period and presented drought. The
presence of these data in the model’s training can interfere with
the choice of the appropriate model, for that we performed a
second training of the data before the dry period. In this step,
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Fig. 4. Average level heat map each month- Santa Maria Dam (April, 1987-
October, 2021)

we calculated the AIC in only four exponential smoothing
models that performed better in the first test, and we trained
eighty-four percent of the data. We obtained the results from
Table IV for the Descoberto Dam and Table V for the Santa
Maria Dam. We can conclude that the model with the lowest
AIC is the ADA model for both series.

The ADA model is an exponential smoothing model with
additive damped trend and additive seasonality, whose recur-
sive formula is:

FT+h = lT + ϕhbT + sT+h−m(k+1) (14)
lT = α(yT − sT−m) + (1− α)(lT−1 + ϕbT−1) (15)

bT = β(lT − lT−1) + (1− β)ϕbT−1 (16)
sT = γ(FT − lT−1 − ϕbT−1) + (1− γ)sT−m (17)

ϕh = ϕ+ ϕ2 + ...+ ϕh, (18)

with ϕ the damping parameter, 0 < ϕ < 1.
Considering the data from the Descoberto Dam and training

ninety percent of the data, we obtain that the AIC value of the
ADA model is −67469.059 and the smoothing parameters are:

α = 0.931 (19)
β = 0.098 (20)
γ = 0.002 (21)
ϕ = 0.978, (22)

with m = 365, h ∈ [0, 1172] e T = 11136. Figure 5 shows the
historical series of the Descoberto Dam and the ADA forecast
model for the ten percent of the data selected and tested. For
the data from the Santa Maria Dam and training ninety percent
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Trend Seasonality
N-None A-Additive M-Multiplicative

N-None -66702.198 -66915.802 -65487.895
A-Additive -67801.853 -67370.276 -65961.216

M-Multiplicative -67801.657 -67369.428 -65938.873
AD-Additive Damped -67933.668 -67469.059 -66099.082

MD-Multiplicative Damped -67933.873 -7815.440 -66067.551

TABLE II
AIC VALUES FOR THE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING MODELS APPLIED TO THE TIME SERIES OF THE DESCOBERTO DAM

Trend Seasonality
N-None A-Additive M-Multiplicative

N-None -76368.183 -75995.777 -72954.198
A-Additive -77546.878 -76029.366 -73187.861

M-Multiplicative 77726.449 -55199.861 -65738.916
AD-Additive Damped -77814.129 -77317.712 -73054.512

MD-Multiplicative Damped -77814.209 136021.169 -73097.398

TABLE III
AIC VALUES FOR THE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING MODELS APPLIED TO THE TIME SERIES OF THE SANTA MARIA DAM

Models AIC
ADA -62334.936
AA -62232.353
MA -62231.139
NA -61962.861

TABLE IV
AIC VALUES FOR THE ADA, AA, MA AND NA MODELS OF THE

DESCOBERTO DAM, TRAINING EIGHTY-FOUR PERCENT OF THE DATA

Models AIC
ADA -71364.011
AA -70546.029
NA -70482.079
AM -68057.242

TABLE V
AIC VALUES FOR THE ADA, AA, NA AND AM MODELS OF THE SANTA

MARIA DAM, TRAINING EIGHTY-FOUR PERCENT OF THE DATA
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Time series of the Descoberto Dam
ADA forecast model

Fig. 5. Historical Series of the Descoberto Dam Reservoir (May, 2018 -
October, 2021) and ADA forecast model.

of the data, we obtain that the AIC value of the ADA model
is −77317.712 and the smoothing parameters are:

α = 0.774 (23)
β = 0.060 (24)
γ = 0.002 (25)
ϕ = 0.991, (26)

with m = 365, h ∈ [0, 1240] e T = 11159. Figure 6 shows the
historical series of the Santa Maria Dam and the ADA forecast
model for the ten percent of the data selected and tested.
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Fig. 6. Historical Series of the Santa Maria Dam Reservoir (January, 2018 -
October, 2021) and ADA forecast model.

In this work, we use the residual histogram method and
the Normal Q-Q plot [25] to verify that the set of residuals
of the model is normality. We draw in Figure 7 the residue
histograms for the Descoberto and Santa Maria dams. The
histograms show that the model used for both time series
is normalized and corresponds to a Gaussian distribution.
Furthermore, in the Normal Q-Q plot method graphs for the
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two dams in Figure 8, we observed the residuals in the graph
fall approximately along a straight diagonal line, i.e., the
residuals are normality. Therefore, we conclude that the ADA
model for the time series of the Descoberto and Santa Maria
dams is normal.
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Fig. 7. Above: Histogram of residues for the Descoberto Dams. Below:
Histogram of residues for the Santa Maria Dams.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we study the exponential smoothing models
proposed by the Pregels taxonomy, which can present forecasts
based on the seasonal component, trend, and level.

We used the historical series of water levels from the
Descoberto and Santa Maria reservoirs, trained for each ex-
ponential smoothing model, and calculated the AIC value to
obtain the models with the lowest AIC. We performed a new
test training the data before the 2017 drought to verify whether
the model chosen for the two dams suffered any changes due
to the dry period. We confirmed that the model with the lowest
AIC in both tests is the ADA model.

Therefore, this study indicates that the ADA model, an
exponential smoothing model with damped additive trend and
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Fig. 8. Above: Normal Q-Q plot of residues for the Descoberto Dams. Below:
Normal Q-Q plot of residues for the Santa Maria Dams.

additive seasonality, is the appropriate model to describe the
behavior of the two-time series. Based on this model, we
also analyzed the residuals to verify whether the model is
normalized and confirmed this hypothesis. The idea is to work
with more robust forecasting techniques in future works, as
well as to compare the performance of the models in order to
obtain a minor error between the actual and predicted values
[13], as is the case of recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA),
specifically memory (LSTM), which is used not only in
forecasting time series but also for classifying and processing
them. [26].
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